
Community Board Ten Board Meeting Attendance 

Board Members Present: 40 

GregAhI 
Liz Amato 
Allen Bortnick 
Jaynemarie Capetanakis 
Kevin Peter Carroll 
Shirley Chin 
Judith Collins 
Doris Cruz 
Ida D'Amelio 
Khader EI-Yateem 
Ann Falutico 
Michael Festa 
Barbara Germack 
Andrew Gounardes 
Judith Grimaldi 
Ronald Gross 
Stephen Harrison 
Robert Hudock 
June Johnson 
Habib Joudeh 
Katherine Khatari 
Brian Kieran 
Stella Kokolis 
Nikolaos Leonardos 
Rita Meade 
Mary Nolan 
Eleanor Petty 
Susan Pulaski 
Mary Quinones 
Susan Romero 
Dilia Schack 
Eleanor Schiano 
Joanne Seminara 
Joseph Sokoloski 
Lawrence Stelter 
Sandy Vallas 
Fran Vella-Marrone 
Mary Ann Walsh 
Lori Willis 
TonyWu 

Knights of Columbus 
Monday, April 15, 2013 -7:15 pm 

Board Members Excused: 6 

Scott Klein 
Jeannie May 
Rhea McCone 
Dean Rasinya 
Jean Ryan 
Jonathan Yedin 

Board Members Absent: 4 

Anna DeMetz 
Luigi Lobuglio 
Husam Rimawi 
Linda Sarsour 

Ex-Officio: 

Councilman Vincent Gentile 
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COMMUNITY BOARD TEN GUESTS 

Date: April 15, 2013 -7:15 PM Subject: CB10 Board Meeting - Knights of Columbus 

PLEASE PROVIDE AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE. THANK YOU. 
Phone # Fax # E-Mail Address 
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COMMUNITY BOARD TEN GUESTS 


Date: April 1.5, 2013 -7:15 PM Subiect: CB10 Board Meeting - Knights of Columbus 

PLEASE PROVIDE AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE. THANK YOU. 

Name/ Address Phone # Fax # E-Mail Address Organization/Affiliation 
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COMMUNITY BOARD TEN BOARD MEETING 

April 15, 2013 - Knights of Columbus 


MINUTES 


Chair Seminara called the meeting to order at 7:20 PM and introduced Joan Bartolomeo, President of the 
Brooklyn Economic Development Corporation, to lead the Honor of the Pledge. 

Before proceeding, Chair Seminara asked for a moment of silence for the victims of the bombing at the Boston 
Marathon and their families. 

Chair Seminara asked for a motion from the floor to adopt the amended Agenda. Motion by BM Sokoloski. 
Agenda adopted as amended. 

Chair Seminara asked for a motion from the floor to adopt the Minutes from the March 18, 2013 Board Meeting. 
Motion by BM Joudeh. Minutes adopted as written. 

PUBLIC SESSION 

Nicholas Chamberas representing Assembly Member Nicole Malliotakis expressed sympathy for the victims in 
Boston, asked everyone to keep them in our thoughts and prayers, and thanked Chair Seminara for observing a 
moment of silence. He then noted that last Wednesday he attended a Police and Public Safety Committee 
meeting at Community Board Ten regarding the drug dealing taking place between 72nd and 76th Streets from 

rd
3 to 6th Avenues, and thanked CBI0 for their attention to this matter which is a very relevant issue. He thinks 
the 68th Precinct has been tremendously successful, are doing a great job, and are one of the most dedicated and 
talented groups of individuals. There is a level of frustration residents discussed that night and he wanted to 
point out that sometimes things are being done that people do not see, and just because something is not done 
right away does not mean something is not underway. People being afraid to walk in their neighborhood is not 
something we take lightly. He encouraged people who see something to call 911, the Kings County District 
Attorney Action Center at 718-250-2340, and the NYC Drug Hotline at 888-374-3784. All the elected officials 
and Community Board Ten are working with the Police Department on this issue and he believes that this 
problem will be resolved. 

Council Member Vincent Gentile offered his prayers and thoughts to those in Boston. He then announced that 
this is the official start of Library Week. Some of the Library events are being slightly delayed, however they 
will be holding their annual essay contest for elementary, middle school and high school students in May. On 
May 22nd they will be having children go to the steps of City Hall to hold a Kiddie News Conference. They will 
have a small podium so the children can talk to New Yorkers about how important it is to fund the libraries. 
They will all get bubble vials and will blow bubbles for the library. 

The Councilman noted that the motto in New York for law enforcement is "Courtesy, Professionalism, 
Respect", CPR. He thinks that sometimes certain aspects of law enforcement fail that motto and one of them 
are ticket agents. He has asked to meet with traffic enforcement supervisors in the Bay Ridge/Dyker Heights 
area to talk about Courtesy, Professionalism, Respect when it comes to common sense ticketing. 

Councilman Gentile then announced that one piece of legislation passed this week which he hopes the Mayor 
will sign will authorize and direct different City agencies to review what areas of enforcement they can change 
from a direct summons to a warn, correct, and then summons. This would allow businesses to be warned, to 
correct the issue, and only then would they be summonsed if the correction did not happen. Another bill which 
he co-sponsored with Council Member Gonzalez was introduced, which they did with specifically designated 
spots for food trucks primarily in Manhattan. He is now working on another bill that would do the same thing 
for food carts and give specific areas in different community boards where food carts can go, which is an 
ongoing controversy in our area. Hopefully if they can dovetail both of those food trucks and food carts, they 
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can get that passed,. He is a~so wor~ing with Councilman Greenfield on legislation regarding broken muni
mete~s. Currently If a mum-me~e: IS broken you have to try other muni-meters until you find one that is 
wor~mg, and people are complammg about that. The legislation they are working on would state that if the 
munl-meter closest to your parked. car i.s not wo~king, then you do not have to search for a working muni-meter. 
You would have some type of deSIgnatIOn showmg that the muni-meter was not working. 

Finally, ~e Councilm~hannounce.d that his office has organized public spring clean-ups in our neighborhood. 
There wIll be one on 18 Avenue m Bensonhurst on May 11 th and one in Community Board Ten on May 18th

rd th
?n stretches of3. Avenue ~nd 5 ~v.enue starting around 10:00-11:00 AM. A lot of community groups are 
mvolved who wIll be donatmg theIr hme, and he invited anyone interested in volunteering to call or email his 
office. 

Jun~ ~0tn:son ~ounced "It's M~ Park Day" on May 4th, The Community Board Ten Parks Committee will be 
p~rtlCIpa!mg w.Ith N~ows BotanIcal Gar~ens and ~inda Dahl.fro~h IOA~ t~ 1 PM helping with painting. She 
wIll be discussmg thIS at the Parks CommIttee meetmg on Apnl30 ,but mVIted anyone who is interested in 
helping to attend. Committee member Shirley Chin is organizing a group from St. Anselm's Church to help 
with the painting. They are hoping for a great turnout that day. 

Michelle Harrison announced BRAVO's Fifth Annual 5K Race on Sunday, May 19th at 10:00 AM. She noted 
that due to the skills and professionalism of BRA VO volunteers, they have been involved in many regional 
incidents. New York City EMS routinely uses BRAVO's services at disasters. BRAVO relies on financial 
support from the community. Their general expenses are well over $250,000 a year and they receive very little 
Federal, State or City aid to provide services to our community. Support comes from their fundraising events. 
She thanked everyone for their help and support over the past five years and asked for our continued support to 
keep BRAVO active in the community. 

Captain Tsachas of the NYPD Transit District 34 reported that year to date there have been seven crimes. In 
January there was a shooting at the Fort Hamilton Subway Station and two officers were hit. They are 
recovering and will be back on the job soon. There were two robberies involving cell phones, and he stressed 
that people have to be aware and not use cell phones by the train doors. They also had two grand larcenies. 
With regard to the bombing in Boston, he noted that NYPD has stepped up their efforts on the trains, in hotels, 
and around landmarks. 

Bob Hudock mentioned the tragedy in Boston. If you look around this room it is this type ofcivic engagement 
that brings people together and gives them a constructive outlet for their political beliefs. If the person 
responsible had been involved in civic engagement and the community, he would have had a constructive way 
to say what he was trying to say. He then spoke about the 4th Avenue safety issue saying that pedestrian injuries 
are high especially lately. DOT does have a plan that is in place and most of it seems to have gained wide 
acceptance in the community. However he thinks the road diet has been badly misunderstood and he would like 
to give some information about that. Fourth Avenue from Ovington Avenue to 84th Street is two lanes in each 
direction, and people use that left lane as a passing lane, but it is also the left tum lane. So what happens is you 
have to slam on your brakes and get back in traffic. What the road diet does is simply consolidate the left turn 
lane into one shared lane which makes the traffic flow more smoothly. It has been described as taking away a 
travel lane, but that is not quite accurate. A lot of federal highway administration studies have shown that road 
diets reduce speeding, reduce collisions by 20-50%, and reduce pedestrian injuries dramatically. What it is not 
going to do is increase traffic congestion, except where there are over 20,000 cars a day; Bay Ridge has 7,000 
cars a day. These frustrations are real and we need to listen to these people and deal with them. He said these 
concerns are subjective and they are not necessarily the majority of people in the community. A lot of 
pedestrians favor this. If we had a 20-50% reduction in pedestrian injuries this past year, there are some people 
who might still be with us today. He asked that people think about this when they vote. 
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Liam McCabe noted that Congressman Grimm and his staff also have the victims in Boston in their thoughts 
and prayers. He stated that as ofApril 16th the FDA has approved the distribution of generic opiates that are 
being abused in our community at alarming rates. The Congressman is calling on the FDA to make these 
tamper resistant so they cannot be chopped up and snorted. Everyone needs to be aware of that and take into 
consideration prescriptions in their homes. From 2005 to 2010 in New York City prescription opiate abuse was 
up 30%. In the Congressman's district, and mainly in Staten Island, it is up 180%. This is an ongoing issue and 
the Congressman has introduced legislation to create a database so people cannot abuse these prescriptions by 
going to different doctors and getting a multiple stack of prescriptions. 

CHAIR'S REPORT 

Chair Seminara noted that this month Community Board Ten continued to address serious quality of life 
concerns including drug use and sales on local residential streets reported by residents on different blocks which 
is very disturbing, burglaries on several blocks, and traffic enforcement complaints. She reiterated that all 
emergencies should be dispatched through a 911 telephone call, non-emergencies to 311, and non-emergencies 
that involve criminal or traffic activities can also be addressed by calling the 68th Precinct and speaking with 
Community Affairs. Community Board Ten is always available to take complaints and facilitate meetings and 
complaints if people are fearful about making complaints. The DA's office is always ready to assist us and his 
representatives come into our office regularly and are involved in investigations right now. The value of911 
and 311 is that everything gets logged in, is included in statistics, and there is follow-up. 

Chair Seminara said that there has been much speCUlation on the Board's potential response to the expected 
DOT proposal for traffic pattern changes on 4th Avenue. We have not received a proposal but we have an idea 
we are going to get one because we had several visioning workshops. We continue to see serious injuries as 
well as fatalities. We think we are going to be presented with a plan to remove one lane of moving traffic from 
4th Avenue. We take the proposal seriously and as always we are going to carefully and deliberately discuss the 
matter at our T&T Committee meeting. She regrets that she is hearing a chorus of voices prejudging what we 
are going to do and that is not fair. We have not received the proposal and we have not made a decision, so that 
attitude is both premature and wrong. We have a history for caring about what happens here. It is serious and 
we have serious statistics that need to be addressed. We will do this as carefully as we do everything else and 
only then will we come to a recommendation. 

Chair Seminara then spoke about health care, how it is changing, not having enough services throughout 
Brooklyn, and what we need here which is more emergency services 24 hour a day. She had personal 
experiences during the past week that brought home to her that despite all the need we have and the pressing 
need for more, we have so much talent at the hospitals in our community. She personally went to Maimonides 
for their orientation for community leaders about their expertise in different medical fields which was very 
impressive. There are some very important cutting edge services provided there in cardiology, vascular and 
cancer treatment. On Saturday she spent the night in the emergency room at Lutheran Medical Center with a 
family member, who really did get first rate care. She was quite impressed with the people there who took them 
very seriously and really cared for him. So despite the shortfall, we are very fortunate and we should appreciate 
that as she does. 

Chair Seminara announced the Board Members who have agreed to be on the Nominating Committee: Judith 
Grimaldi - Committee Chair, and Members Liz Amato, Andrew Gounardes, Dean Rasinya and Mary Quinones. 
She thanked them for offering to serve. The slate ofofficers to be presented by the Nominating Committee will 
be announced at our next Board Meeting, followed by nominations from the floor. 

DISTRICT MANAGER'S REPORT - See Attached 

TREASURER'S REPORT - See Attached 
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COMMITTEE REPORTS 

POLICE AND PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE 

Police and Public Safety Committee Chair Vella-Marrone rendered the Committee report. See Attached. 

With regard to the SLA Application for Suki Japanese Restaurant Inc., a motion from the floor was made by 
BM Romero to support the Committee's recommendation, second by BM Gross. 

Motion: CBIO to disapprove the SLA Application for Suki Japanese Restaurant Inc., 9208 3rd Avenue, 
unless the following stipulations are met: 

• No music in the backyard. 
• No smoking in the backyard. 
• Community Board Ten must be notified within 30 days of any change in the method of operation. 

All in favor. Motion carried. 

With regard to the SLA Application for II Forno Di Marco Corp., BM Harrison asked what the time frame is on 
that application. DM Beckmann replied that the applicant came into the CB I 0 office and they spoke at length, 
and he is not going to submit his application until he comes before the Committee. 

With regard to drug related issues in the area of72nd to 74th Streets, from 3rd to 6th Avenues, Chair Seminara 
noted that since there was not a quorum, a motion was needed from the floor to support the Committee's 
suggestion. Discussion followed. 

BM Cruz asked for clarification on the camera program. Committee Chair Vella-Marrone responded that they 
are surveillance cameras on the street. She believes it would be with consultation of the Precinct Commander 
and elected officials as to where the cameras would be placed and how many there would be. There is funding 
in place for these cameras, but they have not released it. Chair Seminara said that if we requested them it would 
be subject to further discussions about making specific recommendations. Committee Chair Vella-Marrone said 
we could put that all in a letter. 

BM Johnson would like to include in the Minutes that before she arrived at the Board Meeting tonight she saw 
on TV that the person of interest in Boston with regard to the bombing was apprehended because of a camera. 
BM Bortnick said the person was tackled by someone there and held for the police. BM El-Yateem said we 
have to be cautious of what information we put in the Minutes because he did not hear that a person in Boston 
has been apprehended. BM Johnson replied that she heard this on TV. 

BM Kieran asked if the community would know where the cameras would be placed. Committee Chair Vella
Marrone said it was her understanding that this would be determined by consultations with the Precinct 
Commander. BM Kieran asked who would have the final say, and was told we think it would be the Police 
Department. Committee Chair Vella-Marrone reiterated that funding is in place and we are going to get the 
cameras, it is just a matter of when. Because of what is happening in the community now, our concern was 
getting these cameras activated to help us with law enforcement. Chair Seminara noted that we need to meet 
with the Precinct to talk about locations. 

BM Johnson wanted to mention something that was discussed at a public meeting with a representative from the 
DA's office. It was our understanding that the cameras would be placed in areas where we are having problems. 
Our thrust is to move ahead and not drag our feet. We are having problems now and what our Board should be 
doing is making sure the money is there, is spent and goes into the areas that are suffering. 
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BM Stelter made the suggestion that DOT could get better lighting. DM Beckmann replied that DOT is pulling 
back on lighting because of energy. 

Committee Chair Vella-Marrone again stated that the money for the cameras in our district is already there, it 
just has not been released. 

BM Vallas made a motion that the Police and Public Safety Committee together with Community Board Ten 
get together with the 68th Precinct to have the forum on crime prevention for the area we have, and also in that 
forum to discuss with the elected officials and the 68th Precinct the installation of cameras for which funding is 
available. Second by BM Bortick. Discussion followed. 

BM Hudock wondered if there is a vendor or consultants with a comprehensive plan to not just target locations 
that we know are a problem now, but that may become a problem in the future. It seems that maybe a 
comprehensive plan would more broadly cover the neighborhood. He then asked if this works by Council 
District. DM Beckmann replied that Councilman Gentile, other Council Members as well as State elected 
officials in their capital funding request have earmarked money for these cameras. There have been stories 
written about this issue in the press because other areas in the city have actually complained because funds have 
been allocated. Councilman Gentile allocated funds for three cameras within his council district. That funding 
is capital dollars that is earmarked to the Police Department, which is responsible for the vendor purchases. In 
consultation they discuss which areas in the Councilman's district to disburse the three cameras. He has the 
ability to make recommendations of where he believes those should be, based on community outreach, concerns 
and complaints. The cameras have a span of about four blocks in either direction and are typically placed on 
commercial strips and in high crime areas. 

BM Falutico suggested it might be more productive for several Board Members to participate with the Precinct 
so we are united and better versed in this issue. Chair Seminara thought it is a good idea to form a special sub
committee to work with the Precinct to make decisions about it and then to have a forum. 

BM Bortnick suggested that before the end of this week the Community Board send a letter to each and every 
group who might be concerned with this to indicate that we have a definite concern in the matter and request 
that we be notified of any meetings they are holding related to this. Chair Seminara replied that if we have a 
forum we can invite all those groups to be a part of it. 

Pastor EI-Yateem thinks that as a Board we should encourage merchants to participate and install cameras. He 
feels three cameras would be fine, but that is not enough. Committee Chair Vella-Marrone noted that the BID 
president was at the meeting and there was some mention of private cameras, so they could be included in the 
forum that we have. 

BM Capetanakis asked if there was a timeline mentioned because sometimes there is a window, so it may be 
something that we have to act upon quickly. Committee Chair Vella-Marrone replied that the problem that has 
been encountered around the city is that the NYPD, for whatever reason, has not moved forward quickly 
enough with these installations. It is more about the communities saying when is this going to happen than us 
being concerned that they are going to do it without us being able to comment. The problem she sees is that the 
communities are waiting for it and NYPD has not acted. BM Capetanakis is concerned that the money would 
be lost. Chair Seminara noted the money would not be lost; it is a permanent allocation. 

BM Khatari asked if the community will know where the cameras are, and was told they would. She said then 
the drug dealers will also know where they are. Committee Chair Vella-Marrone noted that they may see 
someone is watching them, but is it the police or a store owner, and the cameras would be used as evidence and 
crime prevention. 
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BM Pulaski noted that the apartment house on Ridge Boulevard between 74th and 75th Streets installed cameras 
and has signs on every single tree. 

BM Nolan said that in all the newspapers Senator Golden is against the cameras. Committee Chair Vella
Marrone clarified that those stories were about speeding cameras, not surveillance cameras. 

Pastor EI-Yateem asked how many cameras we will have. DM Beckmann thinks that Councilman Gentile has 
funds allocated for three cameras within his district, but she does not know for sure. 

BM Stelter said that Our Lady of Angels takes up one of the city blocks in this area and feels that they should 
secure the property by having their own security cameras if they haven't already done so. Committee Chair 
Vella-Marrone said this is just one piece of the puzzle, one tool in helping us with the problem. They may 
move to another block, but the idea is that we have this tool and then we can use other resources we have at 
other locations. It is not going to solve the problem but it will be useful for us in fighting crimes. 

Motion: CBI0 to have a joint community-wide Crime Prevention Forum at which the idea of cameras 
that have been allocated will be discussed by the community. All in favor. Motion carried. 

Chair Seminara said that we will work on putting this together as soon as possible. 

TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 

Traffic and Transportation Committee Chair Kieran rendered the Committee report. See Attached. 

Motion: CBI0 to approve the proposed location by DOT for CityBench Program at 8302 13th Avenue. 
All in favor. Motion carried. 

Motion: CBI0 to approve the streetnaming request for Firefighter Michael G. Behette 9/11 Memorial 
Way, northeast corner of 85 th Street and 5th Avenue. All in favor. Motion carried. 

Motion: CBI0 to approve the streetnaming request for John and Dorothy Maguire Way, southeast 
corner of 79 th Street and 5th Avenue. 39 in favor; one recusal- BM Romero. Motion carried. 

With regard to 65 th Street traffic issues, Committee Chair Kieran noted that a motion from the floor was needed 
to support the Committee's recommendation that Community Board Ten request DOT install a signal at the 
corner of 64th Street and 12th Avenue after an appropriate study. Motion by BM Sokoloski, second by BM 
Stelter. 

Motion: CBI0 to request the New York City Department of Transportation install a traffic signal at the 
corner of 64th Street and 12th Avenue after an appropriate study. All in favor. Motion carried. 

BM Bortnick raised the issue of traffic on 4th Avenue and the rest of Bay Ridge. DOT and a very small group 
of local activists have been talking about safety and reduction of traffic lanes and citing supposed approval by 
the community. A few dozen people attending the DOT meetings does not constitute a vocal majority for this 
community and he wants it understood that there are things DOT proposed that make no sense to him. When 
we discuss this it should not be looked on as if it is already approved. Committee Chair Kieran responded that 
Chair Seminara pointed out that we have not gotten a formal presentation from DOT. There are 
recommendations, but they still have to come before the Committee. 

COMMUNICATIONS AND PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE 
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Communications and Public Relations Committee Chair Amato rendered the Committee report. See Attached. 
Discussion followed. 

BM Kokolis asked why they removed the trash basket that has previously been in front of the diner. Chair 
Seminara noted it may be something we can look into. BM Pulaski noted that there is now a "for rent" sign 
outside of Yanni's. 

ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITTEE 

Environmental Committee Chair Hudock rendered the Committee report, stating that the Electronic Recycling 
Event held on April 6th was very successful. Xaverian High School's robotic club funds their club by recycling 
cell phone and printer ink jet cartridges. They made out very well and get community service credit for doing 
this. This is also a good thing for the community since it keeps these things off the curb and out of landfills. 
We look forward to doing it again next year. Chair Seminara thanked BM Ahl who spent a lot of time helping 
to put the event together and stayed there the whole day, as did DM Beckman and Dorothy Garuccio. 

OLD BUSINESS 

BM Cruz noted that recently the Board held a press conference about the proposed closing of Long Island 
College Hospital and the impact that would have on our community. She does not think that a formal letter was 
ever sent expressing our concerns about the impact the closing of that hospital would have. Our emergency 
rooms in South Brooklyn are drastically overcrowded, and to lose another emergency room and hospital beds in 
Brooklyn would have a devastating impact on all of Brooklyn, especially Bay Ridge. She proposed that we 
write a formal letter. Chair Seminara asked if she would like to include in her motion that we ask for more 
funding for more 911 24-hour emergency services, and BM Cruz replied that she did. Second by BM Bortnick. 

Motion: CBIO to write a formal letter expressing our concerns about the impact of closing Long Island 
College Hospital to include asking for more funding for more 911 24-hour emergency services. All in 
favor. Motion carried. 

NEW BUSINESS 

BM El-Yateem thanked the Board Members for their generosity for the food donations and their continued 
commitment to this program. 

BM Amato stated that as Communications Chair she has volunteered to work with the Third A venue Merchants 
on Summer Stroll to be held four nights - two in July and two in August. Community Board Ten had suggested 
the length may be too long and the Police have agreed and have divided it in half. Two nights in July will be 
from 80th Street and up, and two nights in August will be from 69th to 80th Streets. If there is anyone who would 
like to set up a table and sell any type of crafts, or anyone who knows any artist who wants to display their 
works, her job is to have those people contact her, and she had sign up forms with her at the meeting. 

BM Cruz noted that when they were making their presentation they said that DOT would not allow them to split 
it up. BM Amato replied that she is on the Cultural Affairs Committee. Her understanding is that the borough 
NYPD said they could not handle it and divided it. 

BM Willis thought the Summer Stroll was only for local merchants and that others could not come in. BM 
Amato replied that it is for local merchants. They are reaching out trying to broaden our cultural view of Bay 
Ridge; they would like to reach out to other people maybe in the Williamsburg area for their glass blowers or 
artisans. We would like to showcase our own but do not have enough. Chair Seminara asked if there will be 
other vendors selling or just showing, and was told they could sell or show. Chair Seminara answered that she 
did not know what the description of the program is to be able to answer. BM Johnson said she was at the 
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meeting which quite a few members from Merchants of Third A venue attended and the whole thrust was to get 
to know the merchants, to taste their wares and shop in their stores. Now they are bringing in competition; that 
is not what it is all about. It was about highlighting our neighborhood. The others could come when we have a 
street fair. 

BM Amato said there is a ratio between performers like musicians and groups that will be there. They are taken 
into consideration and they have to be evaluated. Anyone who applies will be evaluated. BM Johnson asked 
why did we have a meeting to vote on it and discuss it and now things have changed? It looks like we are 
turning our backs on our merchants. How is it being changed if it was voted on by the merchants? BM Amato 
replied that that is not the case at all. It may look that way, but they are trying to showcase our merchants. Last 
year there were some stores that did not participate. The storefronts in front of them are available. They are 
trying to reach out not just in our neighborhood, so if you know someone who makes dolls, earrings, or 
something, that is exactly what they want. 

Chair Seminara said we are not having a cross discussion but she is willing to entertain a motion. Her 
suggestion is that if we have businesses that are competing with businesses on the avenue then there is an issue 
there. If it is something like a performer then we have no problem with it. 

BM Johnson said we had a meeting that Brian Kieran chaired and there were representatives there from all of 
Third A venue and also from the entertainment groups and everyone voted. Now it looks like we are turning our 
back on a meeting that we had and voted just to have another group come in and change it because they feel it is 
better to have other people coming in. 

BM Gounardes said perhaps in light of these changes the merchants are considering we can ask that they come 
to the next T &T meeting to update us, because we had approved it, so we know what we are talking about and 
the Board can take any action. BM Grimaldi feels we need to address the Third A venue Merchants - that we as 
a Community Board find objections to this method - bringing outside vendors so we need to write to the 
Third A venue Merchants to say you are running counter to what we understood to be the format. 

BM Cruz stated that we approved their request based on the information they gave us and then they took our 
approval to the next level. They could not go forward without our approval. Now they are changing the 
premise. It really negates our approval. At this point, can we tum around and change the application. Chair 
Seminara noted that we voted on one thing and apparently now it is turning into something else. 

Chip Cafiero stated that there are NO sales allowed to be made on the street - no transaction of money allowed 
on the street - that is the order from DOT and that is what the merchants insist on. BM Amato is talking about 
bringing outside artists into the neighborhood. If they want to sell they would have to operate out of a store. 
All of the money has to be exchanged in the store. There are no vendors like festival vendors. Chair Seminara 
asked if they would need the permission of a specific store to sell things in that store. Chip Cafiero gave the 
example of All by Hand - their artisans blow glass and they can sell inside the store. We might find one or two 
stores on the avenue that are willing to work with us. What BM Amato is looking for is bringing in more artists 
and people like she said from Williamsburg and Park Slope - there will be no sales outside. It will not be like 
the festival. Chair Seminara said that it would be subject to the permission of the individual store owner if he 
or she wants to have additional objects sold in their store. Chip Cafiero noted that even a store owner cannot 
exchange money outside. BM Vella-Marrone added that we are saying we do not have enough artists to show 
off their artistic wares or whatever. Her point is that even if they do not sell anything in the street they can give 
out a business card so people could go to wherever they are. The point is to keep it in the community for our 
local merchants and local artists. 

BM Grimaldi made a motion to send a letter to the organizers of the Summer Stroll that any vendors displaying 
work should be from our local community and outside vendors should not be included. Chair Seminara added 
that it is our understanding that we approved it when we gave our recommendation. BM Leonardos feels it 
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should be local merchants only. BM Vella-Marrone added local merchants and local artists. Second by BM 
Sokoloski. Chair Seminara clarified that we seconded a motion that we send a letter to the sponsors/applicants 
of Summer Streets that our approval was based on our understanding that the purpose of Summer Streets was to 
showcase local businesses and local vendors and that we still stand by that approval so it will have to be limited 
to that. BM Vella-Marrone added local artists also. 

BM Gounardes wanted to amend the motion. He thinks before we pass a motion without knowing all the details 
we should invite the Third A venue Merchants to a meeting to explain what changes are taking place, who is 
invited to participate, and then we could decide if a letter is even needed. Chair Seminara thought that was a 
good idea and we will do that. She asked BM Grimaldi if she would like to amend her motion. BM Grimaldi 
tabled her motion pending this meeting. BM Pulaski asked if we have enough time. OM Beckmann noted that 
the community merchants are meeting tonight about Summer Stroll so it is timely. They are going over the new 
divisions of Summer Stroll. Chair Seminara noted that the motion has been withdrawn by BM Grimaldi and we 
will get more details and readdress this issue. 

BM Vallas announced that on Wednesday, June 12th the Boy Scouts will be having their breakfast fundraiser at 
9:30 AM at the Bay Ridge Manor. This fundraiser is held annually for children who would like to go away to 
camp but cannot afford it. This year one of our Board Members, Fran Vella-Marrone, is one of the honorees. 

Joan Bartolomeo announced that on May 15th from 6:30-9:00 PM there will be a small business seminar at St. 
Anselm's Melitia Hall, in conjunction with St. Anselm's Workforce Ministry, the Small Business Development 
Center, and the BEC. This free workshop includes how to do a business plan and start a business. BM Romero 
asked if this workshop is also for e-businesses and was told that it is for any type of business enterprise and 
includes the basics of formulating a business including marketing and financing. 

Eleanor Schiano announced that the Guild for Exceptional Children will be having a Golf Outing on Friday, 
May 17th at the Marine Park Golf Course. 

A motion to adjourn was made from the floor. With no further business, Chair Seminara adjourned the meeting 
at 8:50 PM. 
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DISTRICT MANAGER'S REPORT 

APRIL 15,2013 


Dear Board Members, 

The District Office has received several calls from residents concerned about the Dyker Beach Park restrooms. They are 
still out of service. This is a frustrating issue for this park as it is home to numerous baseball teams and leagues. Repairs 
were supposed to have been finished last fall. Word from NYC Parks Department is that the contract process is moving 
forward and we are hopeful that it will be repaired very soon. I will continue to keep you apprised as we will continue to 
pressure that this work is completed as soon as possible so park goers do not lose an entire season of restroom use. 
Currently, there are pOrtosans for the public to use. 

With regard to broken muni-meters, there is a broken meter right in front of our office. If you see a broken meter, please 
take the time to ca1l31!. They will need the meter number, which looks like a phone number at the top of the meter. 

The District Office is using the new computerized Street Activity Permit application. Block Party and Street Festival 
Applications must be made on line. We are working with our Block Associations to make sure that Community Board Ten 
guidelines continue to be met ... most importantly that we receive petitions from more than 50 percent of residents living on 
requesting block. 

We were contacted by the Siphon Project coordinator letting us know that work will begin sometime around the end of May 
with piping along Shore Road - more details will be forthcoming. 

Fast Track suspension service on the N, Q, and R lines begins tonight and continues for four nights, April 15, 16, 17, and 18 
between lOpm and Sam. 

The 68th Police Precinct Crime Prevention Officer will be registering electronic items of value such as cell phones, ipads, 
DVD players, televisions, etc. tomorrow from 2 to 6 pm at the Precinct Stationhouse, 333 65th Street. Also bicycle, scooters 
and skateboards will be registered. 

Summer Youth Employment Program is accepting applications for those between 14 and 24 years old for summer jobs. 
Anyone interested should apply online at www.nyc.gov/dycd. The deadline for applications is May 10th

• 

Tomorrow I will return to testify before the BSA regarding 45 76th Street. While small changes were made to the 
application, the Board's position remains the same. 

Announcements 

As June Johnson already mentioned - volunteers are needed for Its My Park Day on Saturday, May 4th - anyone interested 
can contact June. 

The Five Borough Bike Tour is on May 5th which is also the date of Greek Easter. We will email out the details as soon as 
we receive them. 

In celebration of Greek Easter, the owners of Spartan Souvlaki will once again host a festival from lOam to 8pm. 

The Norwegian Day Parade will take place on Sunday, May 19th along 3rd Avenue. Line up commences at 12:30 at 820d 

Street. 

www.nyc.gov/dycd


Congratulations to our very own BM Ann Falutico who was honored by YAI at the opening of the new house for 
developmentally disabled at the former Saint Anselm Convent site. 

The next Board Meeting will take place on Monday, May 20tb at 7:00 PM at the Norwegian Christian Home. 

Respectfully sub~tted, 

(i~Ftlv~ 
Lphine Beckmann 
District Manager 
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Community Board Ten 

Police and Public Safety Committee 


April 10, 2013 

The Police and Public Safety Committee met without a quorum on April 10, 2013 . 
The meeting commenced at 7:10 PM. 

New SLA Application for Suki Japanese Restaurant Inc., 9201 3rd Avenue 

The application is for a new liquor license. This is the site of the former 
Dish Restaurant. There was no adverse history recorded for this location. 
The maximum occupancy is 25 people with 7 tables and 24 seats. The 
method of operation is a restaurant. Hours of operation are 11:00 AM 
11:00 PM 7 days per week. There will be recorded background music. The 
backyard will be used for patron dining during the summer months. At this 
time, the owner has no plans to provide valet parking. There were 
members of the public who were present that asked questions pertaining 
to the operation of the establishment but were not there to speak for or 
against the matter. The questions were answered in a satisfactory manner. 
Although a quorum was not present, it was the sense of the committee that 
a recommendation be made to disapprove the application unless the 
following stipulations are met. 

- No music in the backyard. 

- No smoking in the backyard. 

- Community Board Ten must be notified within 30 days of any change in 


the method of operation. 



Community Board Ten 
Police and Public Safety Committee 

Apri'10, 2013 
Page 2 

New SLA Wine and Beer Application for II Forno DiMarco Corp, 7604 3rd 

Avenue 

The applicant did not appear. There was no application to review nor an 
applicant to address questions. As such, although a quorum was not 
present, it was the sense of the body to disapprove the application. Please 
note that the day after the committee meeting a letter from the applicant 
(attached hereto), which was dated the same day as that of the committee 
meeting ( April 10, 2013), was received by the Community Board office 
stating that due to some problems, the applicant was unable to attend the 
meeting and asked to have his application request rescheduled. 

Resident Complaints about Street level Drug Dealing and Drug Use in the 
area of 72nd _74th Streets from 3rd Avenue to 6th Avenue 

This matter had been committed to the Police and Public Safety Committee 
by Community Board Ten Chair Seminara. The Community Board has 
received numerous complaints regarding this matter and has worked with 
community residents to assist them. There were residents present from 
this location as well as those of the 500 block of 76th Street who have 
experienced similar problems. In addition, the President of the 5th Avenue 
BID was also present as well as 68th Pct. Community Affairs officers and a 
representative of District Attorney Hynes. After a history of the matter was 
given, there was discussion between all parties. All those present 
acknowledge that there are serious matters that need to be addressed. 
The police stated that they are aware of the situation and are working to 
address the matter. There was also a discussion on how best to report 
crime. It was stated by the police officers that it is best to call 911 when 
witnessing a crime as this will not only give the best response but that the 
incident will also be tracked. The District Attorney's representative also 
suggested that the Drug Hotline should also be used. The police qfficers 
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Community Board Ten 

Police and Public Safety Committee 


April 10, 2013 

Page 3 


stated that they have been working with the residents and will continue to 
do so and will provide their contact information. In addition, the 
Community Board office is in regular contact with the DA's office and the 
68th Precinct and as such, residents may also provide information to the 
Community Board District Manager who will relay the information to the 
proper authorities. The residents were also informed that Community 
Board Ten has and will continue to advocate for additional law 
enforcement services. It was suggested by the committee that a crime 
prevention forum take place wherein residents may be educated on how to 
safeguard their person and property. It was agreed that Community Board 
Ten would work with the 68th Police Precinct to sponsor such an event. 
There was a discussion about the funding provided by both Councilman 
Gentile and Senator Golden for the installation of surveillance cameras 
within Community Board Ten. Although, a quorum was not present, it was 
the sense of the committee that Community Board Ten should advocate for 
the expedited installation of the NYPD ARGUS Surveillance Camera System 
within Community Board Ten by writing a letter to the NYPD Commissioner 
requesting such. 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:10PM 

Respectfully submitted, 
"".... '''.. c:·''r~\".",.''~ 

'- . ,,-,.;;..... 
,_ ,r ~ •• 

~ ~ ,.,,.,.'~;~" 

:/~ances T. Vella-Marrone 
Chairwoman 
Police and Public Safety Committee 



April 10, 2013 

To: Community Board 10 

1 apologize for the late notice, but Iwill not be able to attend the Police and Public Safety 
Committee meeting scheduled tonight at 7. 

I ran into some problems and must tend to them. 

Please inform me when I can come to the next meeting to discuss the wine and beer license 
for my restaurant, II Forno Oi Marco located at 7604 3 Ave. You can reach me at 718-921
1218. 

Abraham Fallah 



Traffic and Transportation Committee 

The committee met in quorum on Tuesday, April 9, 2013 at the district office. The committee 
considered an application by the NYC Department of Transportation to install a bench, pursuant 
to the Citibench Program, at 83-02 the 13th Ave. There were no objections to the request and the 
program has successfully installed benches in the community with good results. The committee 
voted to recommend that the application be approved. Discussion. Vote. 

The committee considered four applications for public geographic area renaming: 

At the North East comer of Fifth Avenue and 85th St., a renaming for Firefighter Michael 
G. Behette who died of cancer that was directly linked to his service at Ground Zero. As such, 
the individual qualifies under the guidelines number II- D as a victim of9/11 events. His loss of 
life at an untimely age and connected to the events of9/11 qualify the honoree for the renaming. 
The application was submitted by his family. The committee voted to recommend the PGA 
renaming: "Firefighter Michael G. Behette 9111 Memorial Way". Discussion. Vote. 

At the South East comer of Fifth Avenue and 79th St., a renaming for John and Dorothy 
Maguire. "Jack" Maguire started a successful real estate business in Bay Ridge and raised his 
family in the community. The individuals qualify under the guidelines for accomplishments in 
philanthropy {II-C sub 4} and for extraordinary, voluntary commitment to the community for 
more than 10 consecutive years {II-C sub 2}. Jack and his wife donated $20,000 in 1974 to start 
BRAVO, the volunteer ambulance organization, where Jack served as president and later served 
as unpaid legal counsel for the organization for more than 10 consecutive years. Their 
contributions were instrumental to the formation and success of BRAVO. Jack was named 
BRAVO's Man of the Year inl{" 7"::>-(, The application was submitted by their sons. The 
applicants submitted letters from community leaders, elected officials and newspaper articles to 
support the application. The committee voted to recommend the PGA renaming: "John and 
Dorothy Maguire Way". Discussion. Vote. 

There were two other PGA renaming requests and the applicants have withdrawn the request 
with leave to resubmit ones to the committee in the future. 

65th St. Corridor Safety 

The Assistant Principal of IS 187 came to the committee asking for help with safety 
issues concerning his students at the comer of 12th Avenue and 65th St. There is an autism center 
at the former Regina Pacis school located across the street which complicates safety at the busy 
intersection further. There is no crossing guard at this intersection. No crossing guard will be 
assigned here in the near future because there are no funds in the NYPD budget for a crossing 
guard for IS 187. There is great need for crossing guards throughout the borough and two will be 
added to elementary school intersections in Community Board 10. (which have priority for the 
service) The assistant principal as well as parents and residents voiced a need for any safety 
measures which can be added to the intersection. 



The NYC DOT provided accident infonnation concerning the corridor which stretches 
from 4th Ave. to 14th Ave. Accidents along the corridor have decreased overall from 2011 to 2012 
but vehicle/pedestrian accidents and accidents at certain intersections have increased. 

The worst intersections in 2012 were: at 65 th St./6th Ave. (49 accidents), 65th St./8th 


Ave.(30 accidents including seven pedestrian accidents), 65th St.lFort Hamilton Parkway(50 

accidents including three pedestrian accidents and one bicycle accident), 65th St.l12th Ave.(18 

accidents and three pedestrian accidents). Overall pedestrian safety decreased in 2012. These 

intersections represent the hot spots for danger and deserve the attention of the NYC DOT as 

well as our committee. 


NYC DOT is finishing a traffic and safety survey on the corridor. Claudette Workman 
from the Borough Commissioner's Office assured the committee that we would have the results 
soon and that any regular replacement/maintenance of pedestrian controls contemplated or 
needed would include an upgrade to countdown pedestrian controls. 

The committee discussed other possible improvements to safety at the dangerous 
intersections especially the one at 65th St.l12th Ave. Some suggestions included a complete four
way stop of all traffic for pedestrian crossings and a method to give control of the traffic signals 
there to school personnel. 

There is no traffic signage at the corner of 64th St.l12th Ave., which was an area of 

concern to the lAS 187 community as well. The committee voted to recommend that CB 10 

request the NYC DOT to install a signal there after an appropriate study. Discussion. Motion. 

Vote. 


Other safety issues were raised. One resident complained that there is an increasing 
number of trucks disregarding truck route regulations who travel up Seventh A venue and along 
75th Street during the day. There were complaints about speeding and reckless drivers along the 
corridor. That is an issue not confined just to 65th Street. Those issues will be added to future 
agendas of the traffic and transportation committee. 

R7ect.fu,lly submitted, 

j)'K----_~anKieran 



Communications and Public Relations Committee 

April 15, 2013 Board Meeting 


The Communications and Public Relations Committee met in quorum on April 4th to discuss a 
proposed spring tour. However as Chair, I suggested to change the direction of the Committee in 
the spirit of Public Relations to do a block beautification, with plants and a cleanup, instead of 
doing a tour. 

One location suggested for this cleanup was 4th Avenue between 68th and 69th Streets. This 
location has had a history of garbage issues and recently Yannis, the dinner on the comer of 69th 

Street, closed and some have been dumping garbage there. CB 1 0 had to recently arrange a 
special Sanitation cleanup at the location. 

The Committee determined that bringing attention to that area would be a good idea, but the 
focus should be doing outreach with the store owners and asking if they would be willing to 
adopt a garbage basket. Everyone on the Committee agreed to table the tour and investigate by 
going door-to-door to talk with store owners on that block in a public relations effort on behalf of 
Community Board Ten. 

The meeting adjourned at 7:30 PM. 

For those of you who were looking forward to a tour, the Historic District Council has prepared a 
tour ofBay Ridge just released this week. They selected six neighborhoods to celebrate and this 
year Bay Ridge is one of them. Booklets are available at the District Office. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

L12cJ~ )m4f(jl 
Lizabeth Amato, Chair 

Communications and Public Relations Committee 




STATE LIQUOR AUTHORITY - NEW APPLICATIONS & RENEWALS 


Name/Address 

II Forno Oi Marco Corp., 7604 3rd Avenue 

Inaka Japanese Fusion Corp., 8318 3rd Avenue 

Spartan Souvlaki, 6818 8th Avenue 

Splitem Corp., d/b/a Bullshots, 8121 Sth Avenue 

Shobu Sushi Inc., 9427 5th Avenue 

The Pearl Room, 8201-8203 3rd Avenue 

8406 Third Avenue Restaurant Corp., 
d/b/a Sofia, 8406-8408 3rd Avenue 

Mezeny, Inc., d/b/a Meze, 6601 13th Avenue 

Frank & Eddie's Butcher Bar Inc., 
276 Bay Ridge Parkway 

PJS Restaurant Inc., d/b/a Parkway Restaurant, 
7504 13th Avenue 

C & H Corp., 8619 Sth Avenue 

Received at CB 10 

2120/13 

4110113 

411SI13 

4116113 

4118113 

4119113 

4/24113 

4/24113 

4/29113 

4/29/13 

SI1113 

Status 

*New Application 
(Wine & Beer Only) 

500' Hearing 

Renewal 

Renewal 

Renewal 

Renewal 

Renewal 

Renewal 

SOO' Hearing 

Renewal 

**New Application 
(Wine & Beer Only) 

* Has been invited to present application at Police & Public Safety Committee Meeting in May 2013. 

** Has been invited to present application at Police & Public Safety Committee Meeting in June 2013. 


